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INTRODUCTION   
   
Have you ever noticed how a name quite often perfectly reflects the personality of  
the individual named?  
Advertisers certainly understand this phenomenon.  It is not a coincidence that in  
a popular television commercial, the only person who had never tried a certain  
hamburger was named Herb - a somewhat geeky name in the minds of most  
people.  Can you imagine John Wayne as Herb Wayne?  
This intuitive connection we have with names and words runs very deep and is  
certainly persistent.  When a corporation prepares to launch a new product, they  
put a team of copywriters, public relations experts, even psychologists, together  
to come up with just the right name for the product.  
  
The Name Advisor analyzes the kind of influence a name or a number, or a  
combination of both, has on the human psyche. By doing so, it will help you  
chose the right name for a child, an adult (name change), a product, a pet, a  
street address, a business name, a telephone number, a car license plate, and  
so forth.  
  
The Name Advisor uses 3 to 4 topics.  
The Dominant Impression explains the initial and most strongly felt influence of a  
name.  
The Vowel Vibration focuses on the vowel sounds.  
The Base Vibration, which could be considered an underlying tone or rhythm, can  
apply to names as well as numbers - such as telephone numbers or social  
security numbers.  
The Overview section tells you about the relationship between the different  
vibrations.  
  
Although two names can easily have a similar - even identical - Dominant  
Impression, the chance of two names also having the same Vowel and Base  
vibrations is much smaller.  Certainly the most important aspect to consider, is  
how the first three main influences fit together.  The Overview, therefore, is as  
important, if not more important, as the other sections when considering a name.   
However, don’t focus only on getting the highest rating of stars.  Use your own  
analytical powers.  Think about the two or three different vibrations. Do they feel  
suitable for the name and the person or thing you are naming? If you are starting  
your own accounting firm, you should look for a name that reflects dependability,  
trustworthiness, stability, even if that name is also described as boring and rigid.   
On the other hand, if you are looking for a name for a store selling camping gear  
and scuba diving lessons, you want a name that conveys a dynamic, risk-taking,  
freedom-loving nature.    
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When you look at the results of names you entered - and the program  
subsequently examined - you need to keep a few things in mind:  
Who, or what, is the name for?   
There is no such thing as a perfect name.  Each and every name, number, or  
combination of both, will have some negative as well as some positive attributes.  
Make the name "it" the person or thing.  Don’t look specifically for "money and  
power" or "fame and fortune." Keep in mind that when it comes to quality of life,  
happiness is the bottom line.    
  
Hans Decoz  
August 2001.  
  

Results for the entry "Numerology Guidance Cards"   
   
Dominant Impression   
   
Dominant Impression.  
This section describes the first and dominant impression the name "Numerology  
Guidance Cards" conjures up in most people.  
  
The name "Numerology Guidance Cards" is highly sensitive, promotes  
cooperation and diplomacy, and makes everyone feel safe and appreciated.   
Flexible and passionate, "Numerology Guidance Cards" promotes adaptability  
and survival against all odds. The name indicates understanding, compassion,  
and intimacy, and tends to draw support with tact and subtle persuasion rather  
than force and confrontation.  Having an intuitive ability to avoid land mines and  
pitfalls, and a strong sense of balance, this name promotes a careful and  
competent decision-making process.  
  
To some people, the name "Numerology Guidance Cards" feels weak and  
as a result, is often underestimated.  
  
Most positive characteristics: Cooperation, tact, flexibility, tolerance, insight  
into the human psyche, intuitive, healing.  
Most negative characteristics: Lacks confidence, lacks aggressiveness when  
needed.  
  
Vowel Vibration   
   
The Vowel Vibration of a name enhances or decreases the impact of the  
Dominant Impression, and sometimes adds a completely different flavor.   
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Read about the Vowel Vibration with the Dominant Impression in mind.  
  
The vowels in "Numerology Guidance Cards" enhance its sense of  
independence, strength, drive and determination. It certainly adds horsepower to  
the Dominant Impression.  
The Vowel Vibration makes the name feel more masculine. It also conveys  
intelligence, innovation, inventiveness, leadership, courage, adventurism, and a  
taste for the unconventional.  
  
Base Vibration   
   
The Base Vibration is subtler than the Vowel Vibration, but should be considered  
equally important.  
  
The Base Vibration in "Numerology Guidance Cards" increases a sense of  
dynamic energy but in the form of a controlled and carefully guided force. There  
is a feeling of purpose and efficiency.  There is courage and effort in the face of  
difficulties.  There is a certain dignity, a correctness that radiates from  
"Numerology Guidance Cards". The base vibrations also reflect a pioneering  
spirit, creativity, and originality.  
The Base Vibration in "Numerology Guidance Cards" can be experienced as 
unreceptive by some and will therefore not be attractive to everyone. 
 
Overview   
   
The Dominant Vibration and the Vowel Vibration in "Numerology Guidance  
Cards" though contrary, do not clash.  At times they actually complement each  
other.  3 Stars.  
The Dominant Vibration and the Base Vibration though contrary, do not clash. At  
times they actually complement each other.  3 Stars.  
The Vowel and Base Vibrations are alike. This is an advantage only if their  
qualities are highly suitable.  In that case, 4 Stars.  Otherwise, 1 Star.  
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